Yo ! Puerto Villamil’s anchorage
May the 11th – 6.30 local time (UTC-7) Yo ! is anchored in Puerto Villamil, South of Isabela island in the Galapagos
Archipelago : 00° S 58.0 – 90° W 57.7. The Tintoreras islets protect the small anchorage from the large swell coming
from the South. Usually, dolphins welcome us, but this time, for a change, sharks were there. Few boats are found
there, sea lions are kings, boobies get blue feet and penguins are really busy.

Such a hard life, being a sea lion!

We are exhausted but enchanted, the first navigation across the Pacific Ocean was a real pleasure, and to be modest
(we are modesty world champions), we are very proud of our strategic choices that enable us to sail from Panama to
Galapagos (1000 nm) in just 9 days with only 20 hours motoring for what is known as one of the worst part of
circumnavigation because of the lack of wind in the ITCZ (Inter Tropical Convergence Zone) which is the scientific
name of the evil doldrums.

The route from Las Perlas Archipelago to Galapagos
The climatic environment: around the equator, a zone of low pressures famous for a notorious lack of wind and a
storm convergence zone.
The recommendations by the pope of world cruising, Jimmy Cornell are: leave the golf of Panama taking profit of
North-East trade winds coming from the Atlantic over the Panama isthmus, go South-East of Malpelo island off the
coast of Colombia to the 3°N (certainly motor sailing), then find the South-East trade winds, ride Humboldt current
renowned for its cold water upwelling along the Chili/Peru Coast (which gives birth to the Atacama desert one of the
most absolute desert on earth) and go forth.
From the information we get during our stay in the Las Perlas Archipelago at the end of April (not to be
recommended to anyone …), we gather that the actual conditions will not be what is expected. First a high
presumption of an El Nino phenomenon during the 2nd part of 2014 which will disturb all classical weather forecasts,
then access to the currents charts provided by OSCAR (Ocean Surface Current Analysis Real Time) issued by the
NOAA lead us to think that the Humboldt current is not there and even worse, that a large belt of East going current
is laying around the equator. The ITCZ being already up North to Mexico, we will not have to cross it – but we may
still encounter a high storm convergence zone and lack of wind. Lastly, Grib files which describes wind forecasts
show that further South the South-East trades are not there.

Currents charts issued by OSCAR.

The odds are totally against us, but waiting is likely to make things worse with the Monsoon through extending.
So we start sailing cross the Gulf of Panama with alternatively, low wind and no wind, high heat, and huge storm
black clouds radiating from time to time with thunder bolts. Usually they remain in the clouds, but they may extend
from sky to land/sea. We don’t like it at all. So we decide a curfew, all electronic devices are unplugged, like in the
old times.
And it goes on. At sunrise, the sky is all black, swell is high from the West, and of course, rain is pouring, which kills
the wind, leaving only the swell and wet water running down… The only positive point: a bucket at the end of the
boom produces 20 liters of fresh water… like Moitessier did.
Midday: we are at a complete stop. SOG (Speed Over Ground) equal 0. The engine is stopped. We do not even drift
away. We sit and watch the birth of clouds before they die behind large black curtains.
Day 3: at last Malpelo : islands out of the sea floor deeper than 1 000 meters. Two killer whales come to see us.
These black and white things which hunt larger whales… Curious they rush towards us. May be they think that they
can eat the white hull of ”Yo!”. Lucky that we stay protected in the cockpit if they happen to jump to feed on us!
Day 4: After long hours of analysis and discussions, it is time to challenge our masters, first time in the morning we
decide  straight to the Galapagos.
The rationale:
Option A: From Cornell (the pope), go South literally on the equator before sailing West. Why: crossing the ITCZ at
its shortest (using the engine), taking advantage of the current going South and riding the Humboldt when found
which leads West but not too early or you’ll miss the Galapagos (yes! It happened).
Option B: El Niño (the occurrence of an El Niño phenomenon): from large synoptic events an El Nino phenomenon
leads to major flux inversions. Instead of going East to West the hot waters of the Pacific (Australia/New Caledonia)
go largely East, detouring Humboldt, weakening the trade winds, altering the ITCZ position and inducing major

consequences (less hurricanes in the Atlantic, flooding in Oceania/Asia/Africa, droughts in South America, disturbed
monsoon regimes, heat waves…).
If we are in the occurrence of an El Niño event, we should have currents going East. Some weather sites seem to
favor this hypothesis (OSCAR from NOAA for example), but we hesitate to rely on them as altimetry measurements
are only at their beginnings.

Well, once again, Reverend Bayes here we come: for 24 hours we measured and compared the speed and route of
the boat to the indicators of the GPS, made subtle trigonometric calculations to create a model of the currents that
could affect us. These lead us to the presence of an East going current running at least 1.5 knots which is not
compatible with the expectations of the Cornell theory. But the occurrence of an El Nino phenomenon is plausible.
Conclusion: if we follow this logic and admit the reliability of the wind forecasts: we retain option 2. The result is a
direct route straight to the Galapagos to reduce the impact of the current, no use to reach the equator to then sail
600 mn in adverse current.
So, starting from day 4, we apply our strategy with perseverance and obstinacy because we sail on the wind: the
boat tilts, she bangs hard, she rolls a lot. The rate of daily useful miles is first of 75% before reaching 98%. It starts to
look like the road to the Galapaglop. Especially when the wind is getting stronger: S/SSE 5, gusts 6 and high waves.
Nevertheless, even continuous bashing comes to an end and little by little, things settle down, according our
expectations; the Humboldt current is not there, replaced by a strong Easterly going one and the wind in turn comes
to play along our desires enabling us to make a quick pass almost straight to the Galapagos..
On day 9, on May the 10th at 3.27 am we cross the Equator by 89° West. We are at 92 nm to Isabela. For the
occasion, the Captain & crew following ceremonial requirements all gather on the deck to make offering to Neptune
(a glass of champagne per person – thanks to Vincent):
“Those who have never crossed the equator are called Pollywogs. On crossing the Equator for the first time, one is
immediately elevated to the title of Shellback and is entitled to hold that distinguished appellation until confined to
the deep.
On crossing the Equator at any time in either direction, all hands must toast King Neptune by individually pouring
over the side, a wee dram of the most expensive beverage in the liquor locker. A few years ago, a Pollywog told me
that it was OK if the libation had recently been filtered through the kidneys. Now I’m not usually superstitious,
BUT!....”
And we’ve been respectful of traditions.

For those who like simple numbers, we left from the 45°North 0° West
(Greenwich) and crossed the line at 0° North, 90° West. Pythagoras still
rules!
The day after, landing was still to be organized…. without charts, but that’s another story…

Tortuga Island – Isabela Island Approach - Sunrise

After getting the much prized and expensive Ecuadorian « Permiso » valid during 20 days thanks to the mediation of
JC Sotto (Julius Caesar!) and a few (eight) hundred dollars, we set-up the “Yo! Ethology nautical department” in the
heart of the Galapagos archipelago, the Mecca of Darwinism, Salam Aleikoum…

Darwin only spent 5 weeks here, certainly had tortoise for dinner (there is report of at least 30 tortoises cooked on
board the “Beagle”) and his most famous book « On origin of species” (OS for intimate readers) hardly presents any
reference to the archipelago (p410-412 mainly). We will get back to it! His name is nevertheless attached to the
Archipelago… marketing?
Darwin reflected on the following item: how Life, once in motion, develops with such a diversity and complexity that
one may consider it follows an intelligent design?

So cute !

In the middle of the 19th century, scientists are all in global discoveries, the setting of theoretical elements. Ideas go
round, get richer, each climbing on the shoulders of his colleagues/predecessors (a few decades later, Albert will use
the electro-magnetism equations of Lorentz to develop his global relativity; he could not have done it all alone).
Darwin himself relies on Lamarck, the boss of “zoological philosophy” and Malthus “logic of population principles”,
reads a lot and a lot, makes experiments, interacts more and more, get onboard the “Beagle” around the world for 5
years, gets backs in 1836, gets money from heritage, settles and starts thinking/writing. 22 years later, Wallace living
in Indonesia writes to him about his discoveries concerning the theory of evolution, Darwin realizes then that the
paternity of the thing is about to escape him and writes a quick summary (still 400 pages) of his works, the famous
“Origin of Species”.

The essay deploys clarity in analysis, synthesis and ingenuity rare in these times.
From experiments in species domestication (plants/animals) by man which are acting as an “artificial” selection
principle, Darwin use works of Malthus to introduce the notion of competition inter and intra species in limited
resources environments and therefore set the “natural” selection principle, the selection of advantageous
characteristics in the struggle for life and thus increasing the possibility of reproduction of the “fittest”.

As such, he poses the principles of HIS theory (he apparently had quite an Ego) which he calls “descent with natural
selection”, in which he introduces notions that are nowadays commonly accepted like co-ancestor, evolution under
physical and/or geographical and/or climatological stress, sexual preferences, jointed characteristics inheritance
(located on close locus), disappearing of unfit species mechanisms, etc…
The OS represents an incredible collection of conceptual add-ons to biology and the comprehension of the world we
live in.
In his book, Darwin gets the intuition of 2 major theories that were still to come, without being able to demonstrate
any of it:
-

the mechanisms of genetic patrimony transmission that Mendel will explain in 1869 but which will be fully
accepted around 1900,
the theory of the drifting of the continents proposed by Wegener in 1912 but lastly admitted in the 1950s…

Darwin dutifully tried with a great rigor of reasoning to prevent in advance and with great success all objections by
“creationists”, but they, almost 200 years later and despite the accumulation of proofs, do not disarm and keep on
getting on our nerves.

Pingouin
Slightly careful, Darwin deliberately excluded the human being from the Origin of Species, keeping the hot potato for
his book “The descent of Man and Selection in Relation to Sex” (1871) where he suggested our animal ascendance.
We imagine the pocus.

Some will remember the Marquis de Laplace (co-discoverer with the Reverend Tom of Bayesians probabilities), who
once explained to Napoleon Bonaparte, that “he didn’t need God” to justify his great discoveries in the celestial
mechanic; all alike, Darwin speaking of Life proposes a general theory which do not necessitate the intervention of a
higher principle. This is hard to swallow for theists.

So far, so good. The foundations have been set by the big Charles, and the premises have evolved in a “synthetic
theory of Evolution” which notably includes genetic and which is commonly accepted by scientists.
We will notice, that according to this theory, there is no creating entity who suddenly gives life to a completely and
definitely designed specie which detour us from an Intelligent Design without renouncing to myths.
Despite our formations/deformations acquired at school, it is essential to understand that the Evolution has no
specific finality; it is just a set of mechanisms regulating the transmission of the genetic patrimony needed for the
replication of life.
The evolutionist process goes along hundreds of millions of years, hundreds of thousands of generations and the
fastest the replication (e.g. bacteria, long hears mammals) the fittest the evolution.
This scale hardly compatible with human perception illustrates the gradual and cumulative characteristic but
inconstancy of the phenomenon whose least apparent paradox is the concept of co-ancestor: the ancestors of each
ones are common to everyone  it is not true to say that the man goes after the ape, but rather that roughly 6
million years ago, apes and humans had a common ancestor : we all went along different tracks starting from him
(the only one!!) he surely existed and get extinguished because unfit in the struggle for life where his descendants
(apes and humans) were fittest… (let’ cry over our close cousin Cro-Magnon exterminates without pity by Homo
Sapiens… RIP).
This incredible going back in time towards a co-ancestor (the first bacteria) is represented in a scale by Richard
Dawkins, which goes to the limit of the reasoning “living organisms are artefacts created by genes to reproduce
genes”; that is to say that, the survival of genes being the ultimate objective, man (as any living individual) is only a
vehicle. Let’s remain humble.

The three questions
Tribes of hunter-gatherers, the human species brutally took off 10 000 years ago with the domestication of plants
(wheat, rice) and animals (goat, wolf…) which induced a massive settlement from which was born the invention of
writing, the infernal “progress” machinery was successfully initiated.
Seeing it from another angle, domestication, settlement, knowledge accumulation, social life rules (Hammurabi
code), ethical thinking (religions, philosophies) are all illustrations of the intense effort of the human species to get
rid of the natural selection.
This was accelerated with the great discoveries, the industrial revolution, the urbanization and the making of
medicines and other behavior disturbers which aim to artificially modify the life expectancy and reproduction
mechanisms.

Consequences are:
-

a human density which makes the human genetic patrimony useless (being 8 billions on the planet, in what
respect is my specific genetic patrimony so different from any other and how does it improve the survival of
the species ?),

-

a uniqueness of survival characteristics because of globalization and standardization of conditions of life (is
the decreasing of child death due to the amelioration of babies when born ?),

-

the artificial survival of notoriously unfit categories of populations when the looting of the planet resources
increase (out of charity, we won’t give any example).

Question 1: do you think that the human species has successfully managed to get away from « natural selection”
processes?

In parallel, we observe a time scale inadequacy. The frequency of cultural adaptation inside a same generation is
much higher than the time needed for a genetic adaptation.

Question 2: Could we speak of a new Darwinism dedicated to the human species which would translate a
formalization of the transmission of the information away from genetic vectors?

Lastly, going back to our friend Charles and to the theory of evolution, we know that any species, despite having
beneficiated from favorable mutations over long period of times, keep a quasi-constant probability to disappear
essentially because of the modifications of its environment (climate, resources, other species…). No matter, how
powerful today, one must survive tomorrow… in “Alice – Through the looking glass”, the Red Queen: “It takes all the
running you can do, to keep in the same place”.

Question 3: has the human species, through scientific progress initiated by the dominating civilization, taken the
control over its evolution?

Let’s keep simple for God sake, let’s go back to the Galapagos and this beautiful biologic-touristic nonsense, the
Tortoise, which is different from the Pelican. The attentive reader will remark that Gotlib (French cartoonist) elected
to draw the two of them immortal.

Tortoise from the Galapagos. Totally unfit to live in the actual world, it survives only in breeding centers.
The tortoises of the Galapagos originally come from the American continent, like birds and plants (there were no
mammals on these oceanic islands too far from the coasts). In fact it is an outdated population, which for thousands
years went under no transformation because of the lack of predators or environmental stress, well kind of a remain
from the past (like our Cro-Magnons cousins could be, had they been isolated on an island only discovered
nowadays). This population drastically decreased since the discovery of the archipelago, the human colonization and
the introduction of predatory mammals. These days they are under a specific program in order to protect the
remaining specimens.
Because of tourism and despite a strict control by the international scientific community and government from
Ecuador, the human population in the Archipelago is multiplied by 2. These tourists, mainly wealthy Americans for
which scarcity and exclusiveness is organized through absurd high rates (6000 usd a week) come to marvel at the
“incredible” biodiversity. They are convinced to get close to almost extinct species, living proof of the evolution
theory whose placidity is the illustration of the bliss before Adam and Eve get expelled…
On the contrary, we see it as a perverted message: a dominating endangered species come to meet another species
unfit due to the stopping (because of isolation) of their adaptation to the environment. Beyond the mirror…

During the XIXe century, the Galapagos archipelago was a major settlement for
whale hunting. On each boat, there were tortoises as fresh meat preserves,
which precipitated the extinction of the population.

Happy to leave these evolutionist dead ends on their lava rocks, we are getting ready to sail across 3000 nm of blue
and salted water, to the Marquesas, 20 to 30 days at sea, time to think…

Illegal migrant. Will we take it to the Marquesas? When explained that the
animal being found on a private property had been slaughtered and frozen, the
Park Rangers went ballistic… first real exposure to French sense of humor.

Best wishes, Sanity, Sobriety

Stephanie / Christophe
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To go a little further:
Origin of species – Darwin – First edition, the top.
http://darwin-online.org.uk
The Ancestor’s tale – Richard Dawkins
Just for the fun :
Green porno from Isabella Rosselini (u tube)

